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Abstract—Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are
increasingly being installed in vehicles. The aim is to make
the car highly automated. Thus, the demands on such ADAS
or systems that are necessary for these ADAS are increasing
analogously. The systems must be fault-tolerant and reliable.
For this purpose, it is necessary that the individual systems
themselves are continuously checked by monitors. But even such
monitors can fail. It is therefore important that the monitors are
also constantly checked. For example, faults can be intentionally
injected into the system in order to observe the subsequent
reaction of the monitor. For highly automated vehicles, it is
obviously necessary to apply more and more sophisticated fault
injection methods in order to detect faults in the system at
an early stage and accordingly replace components before a
possible failure. In case, preventive maintenance is no longer
possible, the system should be able to provide at least part of
its functionality - fail-operational - or be shut down completely -
fail-safe. In this publication, an architecture with corresponding
fault injection modules for MEMS-based LiDAR systems is
proposed. The architecture has been implemented in an FPGA
prototyping platform to demonstrate its feasibility and evaluate
its performance.

Index Terms—LiDAR, 1D MEMS Mirror, fault injection,
discharges, shunt resistance

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, there are already some vehicles that can take

over control under certain conditions. Audi [1], Tesla [2] and

many more already have vehicles in their repertoire that can

drive at least partially autonomously. Until now, however,

there are still many open questions from the legal side [3, 4].

The driver has to observe the environment and intervene in

case of emergency. Some countries have also agreed on this

under Article 8 of the Vienna Convention on Road Traffic [5].

In order to determine the level of automation achieved by

a vehicle, the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) has

introduced the SAE levels. Currently, however, vehicles are

to be classified at most up to SAE level 3. Depending on

how far the competencies of the vehicle extend, they are

divided into SAE levels 0 to 5 [6]. However, the road to SAE

levels 4 and 5 is still a long one. Therefore, projects such

as PRogrammable sYSTems for INtelligence in automobilEs

(PRYSTINE) aim to work on the existing technical challenges

of highly automated driving [7]. PRYSTINE, for example,

is trying to address these challenges using camera, robust

Fig. 1. PRYSTINE’s concept view of a Fail-operational Urban Surround
perceptION (FUSION) [7].

radio detection and ranging (RADAR) and light detection

and ranging (LiDAR) sensors. The aim is to achieve a Fail-

Operational Urban Surround perceptION (FUSION), as shown

in Figure 1. How such fail-operational architectures can be

designed is proposed for example in the publication by Kohn

et al. [8]. For highly automated vehicles of SAE level 4 and

5, it is essential that they exhibit fail-operational behaviour.

This is also underlined by Vermasen et al. [9] and Macher

et al. [10] in their publications. Even with fail-operational

behaviour of the individual systems, it will still be important

in highly automated vehicles that sensor data from different

sensors are fused. The importance of such sensors and data

fusion for automated vehicles is discussed by Koci et al. [11]

in their publication. For example, the automotive qualified

system of Yoo et al. [12] could be used as a LiDAR sensor. To

use it for highly automated or autonomous vehicles it will be

necessary to use a wide variety of monitors and fault injection

techniques. Stelzer et al. have made proposals for this in their

publication [13]. Ziade et al. [14] also give an overview of

fault injection techniques. Fault injection techniques need to

become more sophisticated for highly automated vehicles in

order to detect faults in the system or monitors at an early

stage. For this reason, more fault injection techniques need to

be implemented in the perception systems. Our publication ad-

dresses this problem and proposes two fault injection methods



for MEMS-based LiDAR systems.
With our paper contribution we:

• achieve a check for MEMS mirror discharge monitoring,

• prevent a silent system crash by several unnoticed MEMS

mirror discharges and

• enhance safety by enabling novel fault injection tech-

niques in MEMS-based LiDAR systems.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The

overview on related work is given in Section II. The methods

will be described in detail in Section III and the results

including a short discussion will be provided in Section IV. A

summary of the findings will conclude this paper in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

There are multiple LiDAR variants, each with different

strengths and weaknesses. Raj et al. [15] and Wang et al. [16]

provide a solid survey of these multiple LiDAR variants.

We focus our publication on scanning LiDAR variants with

MEMS mirrors. These MEMS structures may be susceptible to

electrostatic discharge (ESD), as also explained by Walraven et

al. [17] and Sangameswaran et al. [18] in their publications. In

the ASIC for beam-steering in scanning MEMS-based LIDAR

systems presented by Maksymova et al. [19], some monitors

are already present. However, monitors must also be checked

for functionality using so-called fault injection techniques. In

the following, the 1D MEMS Micro-Scanning LiDAR variant

of Druml et al. [20] is explained. In addition, fault injection

techniques in general are also briefly discussed.

A. 1D MEMS Micro-Scanning LiDAR

In this Subsection, the MEMS-based LiDAR System ap-

proach by Druml et al. is presented. In this LiDAR variant

with 1D MEMS mirrors, a vertical line is moved horizontally

through the scenery. Figure 2 illustrates this principle. The

complete LiDAR system of Druml et al. is shown in Figure 3.

In principle, it consists of an Emitter path, a Receiver path,

and a System Safety Controller that coordinates the two paths.

Since the MEMS Driver from the Emitter path is responsible

for sensing, actuating, and controlling the MEMS mirror, the

main focus of this publication is on it. This is where majority

of the existing monitors, such as the mirror discharge monitor

and others, are implemented. However, our proposed fault

injection modules could also be integrated here to check the

functionality of these monitors.

Fig. 2. Functional principle of a 1D Micro-Scanning LiDAR [20].
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Fig. 3. System concept of a 1D MEMS-based automotive qualified LiDAR
system by Druml et al. [20].

B. Fault Injection Techniques

Arlat [21] defines fault injection as the validation technique

of the reliability of fault-tolerant systems, which consists in

conducting controlled experiments in which the observation

of the system behaviour in the presence of faults is explicitly

induced by the written introduction (injection) of faults into the

system. According to Ziade et al. [14], most of the developed

fault injection techniques can be assigned to the following five

main categories:

• Hardware-based fault injection

• Software-based fault injection

• Simulation-based fault injection

• Emulation-based fault injection

• Hybrid fault injection

Detailed explanation about these five categories can be

found in the publication by Ziade et al. The fault injection

methods presented in this publication belong partly to the

hardware-based fault injection and partly to the hybrid fault

injection category.

III. NOVEL FAULT INJECTION TECHNIQUES FOR

MEMS-BASED LIDAR SYSTEMS

In this Section, the novel fault injection techniques for

MEMS-based LiDAR systems are presented. The functionality

checks of the Driver is a sensitive topic. Therefore, it is

indispensable to validate the monitors of the Driver extensively

and diversely. However, the number of possible faults and

their severity are generally unlimited. Hence, this publication

deals with the detection of a possible short circuit or mirror

discharges and how to check the correct function of the

corresponding monitors itself. A short circuit of the device

layers or mirror discharges would be serious for the system and

could indicate a defect of the mirror. Thus, we introduced two

fault injection techniques to validate functionalities and check

the corresponding monitors of the Driver component. Figure 4

shows the architecture of the two fault injection techniques
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of fault injection techniques for MEMS-based LiDAR environment perception systems.

that will be presented. The first part, the MEMS Mirror

Discharge Fault Injection, of the architecture is presented

in Subsection III-A. Subsequently, the second part of the

architecture, the Shunt Resistance Fault Injection, is discussed

in Subsection III-B. With these two fault injection techniques,

the corresponding monitors can be checked whether their

functionality is still given.

A. MEMS Mirror Discharge Fault Injection

The first fault injection technique we present in our pub-

lication is a mirror discharge fault injection technique. It is

used to check whether the Mirror Discharge Monitor (MDM)

would report a short circuit. If the indicated short circuit is not

detected by the monitor, the system may not be trusted. For

this technique, a block is inserted into the existing architecture.

The Mirror Discharge Detection (MDD) block will no longer

automatically forward its Mirror Discharge Indicator (MDI)

signal to the MDM block. When the System Safety Controller

sets the Mirror Discharge Fault Injection Enable (MDFI En)

signal high, the MDI signal is forwarded to the new Mirror

Discharge Fault Injection (MDFI) block. The value in the MDI

signal reflects an ADC current value of the MEMS mirror

layers. This value can be used to determine whether a mirror

discharge has occurred. In this MDFI block, the value of the

MDI signal is then changed to a value corresponding to a

mirror discharge. This is then forwarded to the MDM block.

In case the monitor is operating correctly, a mirror discharge

is reported to the System Safety Controller via the Mirror

Discharge Monitoring Signal (MDMS). However, if no mirror

discharge is reported, the monitor is possibly defective. The

corresponding process flow is shown in Figure 5.

1) MEMS Mirror Oscillation

It is not checked for mirror discharges when the mirror

remains at standstill. As soon as the mirror is put into

the oscillating state, the fault injection technique is also

applied.

2) Enable Mirror Discharge Fault Injection

The mirror discharge fault injection technique is then

enabled by the System Safety Controller. By means

of the MDFI En signal, the System Safety Controller

enables this technique. This signal then enables the

redirection of the MDI signal to the MDFI block.

3) Substitution of Mirror Discharge Indicator Value

After the MDI signal has been redirected to the MDFI

block, the value in it is changed. It is written a value

in the MDI signal that indicates a mirror discharge. The

existing value is logged temporarily in order to be able
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Fig. 5. Process flow of the Mirror Discharge Fault Injection Technique for
MEMS-based LiDAR environment perception systems.



to check the logged value for an actual mirror discharge

if necessary. The exchanged value is then forwarded to

the MDM.

4) Checking for Discharge

Here, a check is then made for any mirror discharge.

Once the value in the MDI exceeds a certain threshold,

it is assumed that this is a mirror discharge.

5) Mirror Discharge Detection

The result of this mirror discharge check is then for-

warded to the System Safety Controller via the MDMS.

Depending on the result, further measures are taken.

a) Failed

When the MDM has not detected a mirror dis-

charge, the procedure is repeated to reach a pre-

defined number of failed attempts. If this number

of failed attempts is reached, further measures must

be taken by the System Safety Controller. This

includes, for example, system degradation and/or

maintenance information.

b) Passed

However, if a mirror discharge has been detected,

the procedure is complete. No further action is

taken and the fault injection technique is only re-

enabled by the System Safety Controller at a later

point in time.

B. Shunt Resistance Fault Injection

The second fault injection technique we present in our

publication is a mirror shunt resistance fault injection tech-

nique. It is used to check if the Mirror Shunt Resistance

Monitor (MSRM) detects a short circuit. The reason is that

if this injected short circuit is not detected, the system may

not be trusted. For this technique, three new blocks have

been added to the architecture. The first block is the Mirror

DLx Shunt Resistance Measurement (MSRME) block. This

block is responsible for measuring the resistances between

all device layers. For this a fixed resistance is connected in

series with a potentiometer between two device layers. The

fixed resistance is used to prevent a real short circuit. The

procedure to find the shunt resistance is as follows. At the

beginning the potentiometer is set to 100k Ohm. Then it is

checked if there is a conductive connection. As long as this

is not the case, the value of the potentiometer is decreased

with each iteration. In case the total resistance, sum of the

fixed resistance and the potentiometer, is less than or equal to

10k ohms, it is a short circuit. As soon as the measurement

of the shunt resistances is completed, the measured values are

forwarded to the (MSRM) via the Mirror Shunt Resistance

Values (MSRV) signal. This checks whether there is a short

circuit and informs the System Safety Controller of the result

by means of the Mirror Shunt Resistance Monitoring Signal

(MSRMS). In order to inject a fault into the MSRME, the

System Safety Controller sets the Mirror Shunt Resistance

Fault Injection Enable (MSRFI En) signal. The Mirror Shunt

Resistance Fault Injection (MSRFI) block interrupts the shunt

resistance measurement of the MSRME block by means of
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Fig. 6. Process flow of the Mirror Shunt Resistance Fault Injection Technique
for MEMS-based LiDAR environment perception systems.

the Mirror Shunt Resistance Potentiometer Adaption (MSRPA)

signal. The potentiometer value is set to 0 ohms for all

shunt resistances between the device layers. This results in

a resistance below 10k ohms for the total resistance values

and communicates short circuits between the device layers to

the MSRM. Figure 6 shows the corresponding process flow of

this fault injection technique.

1) MEMS Mirror Oscillation

As long as the system is in standby mode, it is not

necessary to check for short circuits between the device

layers. Therefore, as long as the MEMS mirror is not

oscillating, this fault injection technique is not applied.

2) Enable Mirror Shunt Resistance Fault Injection

The System Safety Controller then enables the mirror

shunt resistance fault injection technique. The MSR-

FI En signal then initiates the adaptation of the poten-

tiometer value.

3) Interrupt Mirror Shunt Resistance Measurement

The MSRFI block is triggered by the MSRFI signal

and transmits to the MSRME block, by means of the

MSRPA signal, that the potentiometer value for all shunt

resistances between the device layers should be set to 0

Ohm. Thus, the total resistance will be below 10k ohms

- corresponding to a short circuit.

4) Checking for Short Circuit

The MSRV signal forwards the values of the shunt



resistances between the various device layers to the

MSRM so that it can be checked whether short circuits

have occurred between the device layers. Here, it is then

checked whether short circuits have occurred and the

result of the check is reported to the System Safety

Controller by means of MSRMS.

5) Mirror Short Circuit Detection

Depending on the result, further measures may or may

not be taken.

a) Failed

In case the MSRM has not detected the short

circuit, this procedure is executed until a predefined

number of failed attempts has been reached. Should

the check fail until this number is reached, further

measures must be taken. These measures can for

example result in a system degradation and/or a

maintenance information.

b) Passed

After the short circuit has been detected, however,

the process is complete. No further action needs

to be taken and the shunt resistance fault injection

technique will only be re-enabled by the System

Safety Controller as required.

However, these novel fault injection techniques create fur-

ther opportunities to monitor and verify existing monitors that

are responsible for sensitive domains. These fault injection

techniques can help to ensure the safety of the MEMS Driver

and overall MEMS-based LiDAR system.

IV. RESULTS

In this Section we provide the test results of our imple-

mented fault injection techniques, which has been introduced

in Section III. Our architecture was implemented in an FPGA

Prototyping Platform by Yoo et al. [12]. This FPGA Prototyp-

ing Platform consists of a MEMS Driver Digital Part (FPGA),

a MEMS Driver Discrete Analog Part, and the 1D MEMS

mirror.

A. MEMS Mirror Discharge Fault Injection

Figure 7 shows the measurement of an injected mirror

discharge event. It is clearly visible in the upper half that

SC CV GRAZ  –  CV-LMD_A11-VR-07-003 Mirror Discharge Detection

 –  

DL2R: 

Fig. 7. Measurement of an injected mirror discharge event.

a periodic Angle OK signal in yellow was interrupted by a

specific event in red. Also, the Phase Clock signal in green

is suspended for the remainder of the other high period of

Angle OK. Thus, the system has sensed the mirror discharge

and has considered the system’s data untrusted for a certain

period of time. In the lower part of the image, we zoom into

the time period of the discharge event to see more clearly that

the system responds one clock after the discharge event. The

Angle OK signal is the signal to the outside that indicates that

the system is operating properly and providing correct data. In

case of multiple mirror discharges this might not be the case

anymore.

B. Shunt Resistance Fault Injection

In this Subsection, the results of the shunt resistance mea-

surements between the different device layers are presented.

In Table I, three measurements between all device layers are

shown. Here it can be said from the measurements between

all layers that at gain of 0 they all have shunt resistance values

around 25 kΩ, far from the 10 kΩ threshold.

TABLE I
SHUNT RESISTANCE VALUES BETWEEN THE DEVICE LAYERS

Measurement Gain = 0 Gain = 15 Short Circuit Event

DL1L-DL2L 23.889 kΩ 54.096 kΩ 4.743 kΩ
DL1L-DL2R 23.538 kΩ 54.335 kΩ 4.727 kΩ
DL1R-DL2R 26.906 kΩ 58.517 kΩ 4.734 kΩ
DL1R-DL2L 23.375 kΩ 54.298 kΩ 4.776 kΩ
DL1L-DL1R 27.148 kΩ 58.051 kΩ 4.721 kΩ
DL2R-DL2L 23.339 kΩ 46.787 kΩ 4.783 kΩ

In the measurements with gain 15, the shunt resistance

values are also found far above the 10 kΩ limit. With exception

of the shunt resistance DL2R-DL2L are all in the range of

55 kΩ. It is also easy to see that the measurements with the

injected short circuits are far below the threshold of 10 kΩ.

The short circuits should therefore be detected as such by the

MSRM. Otherwise, further measures are taken by the System

Safety Controller.

V. CONCLUSION

In our publication, we have presented two novel fault

injection techniques. With the first technique we showed

how to detect a mirror discharge and how to check the

monitor accordingly. With the second technique we showed

the possibility to detect a short circuit by measuring shunt

resistances. Until now, it was not possible to check whether

mirror discharges or short circuits actually occurred between

the device layers or whether the monitors were defective. With

the concepts presented in Section III, these monitors could now

be continuously checked. In addition, these checks also show

that the mirror discharge monitor, which has already been

implemented is working and that the system is responding to

a presumed mirror discharge. With the additional implemen-

tation of a shunt resistance measurement between the various

device layers, there could be a second way to detect short

circuits. By implementing diverse monitors for short circuits

and continuously checking them using the presented fault



injection techniques, the overall safety level of the MEMS-

based LiDAR system could be increased here. Since LiDAR

systems will play an increasingly important role in highly

automated vehicles, it is accordingly important that the sys-

tems function reliably and that monitors are also continuously

checked. With our proposal of these fault injection techniques,

there is a possibility to make MEMS-based LiDAR systems

safer. It could also be another step towards fail-operational

behavior of the MEMS Driver. The safety level of systems for

highly automated and autonomous vehicles must be constantly

increased. The required safety knows no limits here.
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